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Minutes of actions taken by the Board of Governors of the

Federal 
Reserve System on Friday, January 271 1950. The Board met in

the 
Board Room at 12:00 noon.

PRESENT: Mr. McCabe, Chairman
Mr. Eccles
Mr. Szymczak
Mr. Draper
Mr. Vardaman

Mr. Carpenter, Secretary
Mr. Sherman, Assistant Secretary
Mr. Morrill, Special Adviser
Mr. Thurston, Assistant to the Board
Mr. Thomas, Economic Adviser
Mr. Leonard, Director, Division of Bank

Operations
Mr. Vest, General Counsel
Mr. Millard, Director, Division of Examinations
Mr. Young, Director, Division of Research and

Statistics
Mr. Noyes, Assistant to the Director, Division

of Research and Statistics

Mr. D. S. Thompson, Vice President, Federal
Reserve Bank of Cleveland

There were presented telegrams to the Federal Reserve Banks

°t Boston, New York, Cleveland, Richmond, Atlanta, Chicago, St. Louis,

1411146413°118, Kansas City, Dallas,and San Francisco stating that the

13°411 aPProves the establishment without change by the Federal Reserve

118.4k or San Francisco on January 24, by the Federal Reserve Bank of

St. 4418 on January 22, by the Federal Reserve Banks of New York,

elevelaad, Richmond, Atlanta, Chicago, Minneapolis, Kansas City, and

1)411" on January 26, 1950, and by the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston

t0c1B °f the rates of discount and purchase in their existing schedules.

Approved unanimously.
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Before this meeting, there had been sent to each member

f the Board a draft of testimony to be given by Chairman McCabe

before the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency on S. 2822, a

bill to amend the Federal deposit insurance Act.

During the discussion of the draft, Mr. Vardaman urged that

there be 
included in it a statement to the effect that the Board

strongly
favored the continuation of the present four-way division

°f authority for banking supervision and examination among the

State
bank supervisors and the three Federal supervisory agencies;

that is, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, the Board

Of Go
vernors of the Federal Reserve System, and the Federal Deposit

Irisilrance Corporation. He stated that he had urged the Board to

t'illke Such a statement several times in the past, and was particu-

larlY insistent upon it at this time, because he felt it would

elnate the feeling of suspicion that exists among most bankers to
the 

effect that the Board of Governors is grasping for power and

desires a single system of bank supervision under its sole control;

4nd 
that until such an unequivocal statement was made by the Board,

h41°Ikers would continue to suspect that it desired to extend its

sUpervisory authority. Mr. Vardaman added that, in his opinion,
the 

inclusion of such .a statement on behalf of the Board in Chairman

McCabe's 
testimony would be the most effective means of eliminating

from 
the 

proposed bill the provision that the Federal Deposit In-

Corporation be authorized to examine member banks without

e°14:ent of the Board of Governors.
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This suggestion was discussed but the other members of the

Board did not agree with Mr. Vardaman, feeling that the statement
should 

not be added for the reason that any realignment of bank

suPerviso—ly authority should be the subject of a separate careful
study.

Thereupon, Mr. Vardaman stated that he was not seeking

realignment of bank supervisory authority, but was urging a

declaration by the Board in favor of continuing the present

four-way 
system.

Following a discussion the draft was
revised and approved unanimously in the
following form:

"I am happy to have the privilege of submittingto this Committee the views of the Board of Governors
°f the Federal Reserve System on S. 2822. The Boardis in essential agreement with the general purposes
.°J. this proposed legislation and is gratified that

e bill is receiving careful study and consideration
'Y. Your Committee.

The insurance of bank deposits is today an integralPtairt of our banking organization and its efficient func-
1211171g is a matter of vital interest to the Federal

Tserve. The System is charged with primary responsibility

T°fletarY and credit policy in the national interest
as '41-is responsibility affects the entire banking systemwell as the nonbanking finnncial community. Further-
_:re, the Federal Reserve has a direct concern for thelfare of its member banks which hold 8 per cent of the
'it.ePosits of the commercial banking system and support tobt corresponding degree the deposit insurance program.

"Responsibility for monetary and credit policy inour 
American tradition can not be discharged effectivelynthout a strong and profitable private banking system.Ii:Posit insurance contributes to confidence in our bank-

i

ofg,iirchanism by the assurance it gives to small depositors
une availability of their funds.
"We believe that the Federal program of bank deposit
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"insurance has made a notable contribution to banking
stability. We further feel that the principal provisions
Of S. 2822, if enacted, will constitute a distinct improve-
ment in the program.

"During the past year, your Committee has on several
occasions requested the Board's views on bills dealing
with the insurance of bank deposits. In response to a
request relating to S. 80, a bill to increase deposit in-
surance coverage from $5,000 to $1:),000, the Board in
March, 1949, advised your Chairman that the questions of
insurance coverage, reduction of assessments and revision
of the basis for assessments were interrelated and
that a change in coverage should not be considered
Without regard for the other aspects of the program.The Board also reported that it had instituted a
study of the insurance program for bank deposits
With a view to placing itself in position to respondto such
wish to make.

further inquiry as the Committee might

"During the period in which the Board's study
Zeillcsoructed, we received requests for views on

2094, S. 2300, and S. 2307. In addition,we were asked by Senator Douglas, Chairman of the
Subcommittee on Monetary, Credit, and Fiscal PoliciesOf the Joint Committee on the Economic Report, forour views on what changes in the bank deposit in-
surance program would further the effectiveness of
.”neral monetary and credit policies. With respect
Lo such requests, we stated that in view of the
PrimarY responsibility of the Federal Deposit In-sur

anceCorporation in this field, the Board of
Governors was hesitant about offering specific
,uttgestions without having the benefit of the
L°rPoration's views concerning desirable changes.

"A preliminary draft of the Board's study wascompleted by its staff in late August 1949. In early
if.eptember, the Board circulated copies of this draft
Lor review and comment to the Presidents of the 12Federal 

Reserve Banks, the members of the Federal
„vis°rY Council (the membership of which consists of

iti:t117 
banker from each of the 12 Federal Reserveactive b ry, as well as the Chairman of the Federal

Deposit Insurance Corporation. Following this circulation,
.LL,number of comments and suggestions were received from

re Federal Reserve Banks and the Federal Advisory
juncil. A revised draft was prepared in the light of
.ti ese comments and suggestions. A copy of this draft
b'ts sent to the President of the American Bankersiis
sociation 

"The comments received from the Federal Reserve
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"Banks and the Federal advisory Council indicated some
difference in judgment as to the desirability of increased
insurance coverage but a strong consensus as to the
desirability of reducing the assessment burden on banks.

"The Board reviewed the revised staff study and
waS in general accord with the suggestions therein pre-
sented with respect to increased insurance coverage, re-
duced assessments, and simplification of procedure by
which individual banks compute assessment liabilities.
The revised study was then circulated again to the in-
terested parties mentioned above for further suggestion
or comment. Replies recently received from the Presi-
dents of the Federal Reserve Banks indicate general con-
currence with the Board's position. However, we did not
Ilave the benefit of an expression of the views of the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation before we received
a copy of the bill.

"At this point, I should like to offer for the
record a copy of the Board's study. The study is pri-
marilY directed to a review and analysis of the coverage

znd assessment aspects of bank deposit insurance. I hope
hat it will be useful to your Committee in its further
consideration of S. 2822. You will note that the con-
cilusions of the study, arrived at independently, agree
in Principle and objective with the proposals set forth
n this bill with respect to insurance coverage and

assessments. In making the study available, it is not 
thought to present an alternative approach, but

serely to give your Committee the benefit of our pain-
taking examination of this complex subject.

The bill, S. 2822, would modify the insuranceProgram in two principal ways by: (1) increasing de-

rsit insurance coverage from $,000 to $10,000, and
se) reducing the net cost of deposit insurance to in-
wilalred banks. It would also simplify the manner in
ofich the assessment liability is computed. In the light

the conclusions reached in the Board's study, I am
P'eased to say that the Board feels that these proposals

a step in the right direction and urges that they
t! given prompt consideration. I have a few comments

make on the proposals. •
15ank Deposit Insurance Coverage -- Sec. 3(m)

"There are arguments for no increase in insurancecove,
i cncrease
'age as well as arguments for a much more substantial

than is proposed. Those favoring an increase inCover 
than
are not in agreement as to the desirable amount

$
i,the increase. Extending coverage from $),000 to
`',000 appears to the Board to be reasonable and a good

comPromise of the conflicting views.
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"Assessment Burden -- Sec. 7(e)
The Board believes that experience, the size

of the deposit insurance fund, and the financial
condition of the banking system justify a reduction
in the burden on banks of insurance assessments. We
would suggest that consideration be given to determin-
ing the dividend in a manner which will make it less
subject to fluctuation from year to year.

"The use of average loss experience over five
or more years instead of the loss experience of the
Preceding year for assessment purposes would moderate
fluctuations in the dividend rate. This would keep
the net assessment burden on banks more stable and
would avoid the adverse effect of a sharp increase
in the net assessment burden in the event of widespread
banking difficulties concentrated in a period of
economic reaction.

"A more stable net assessment rate would also
reduce any tendency, on the part of the speculative
elements of the financial community, to use changes in
the dividend rate as an index of the soundness of bank
iStocks as well as the banking system.
Size of Fund

We have noted that the bill does not indicate in
8;14LY waY what a desirable size of the fund might be.
If the size of the fund is not to be increased in-
definitely without regard for probable adequacy, there
should be some provision designed to retard its further
growth after it reaches a desired magnitude in relation
..t.0 total deposits or, even better, in relation to total
:,ePosits minus cash assets and Government securities.
Amount of Assessment Relief

"The Board believes that relief from the existing
assessment burden should be more liberal than is pro-
vided in this bill. Investment income should be
included in computing net income and the dividend rate
should be higher than 6o per cent of the combined net
income We have come to this conclusion on the basis
°f the present size of the insurance fund, the availabilityOf other resources to supplement it when necessary, and
the 

potential losses which may be realized from bank
hOldings Of risk assets. Respecting the availabilityOf other resources, it should be borne in mind that the
d iSting authority of the Corporation to borrow up toc3 billion from the Treasury is continued in the bill.

03
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Furthermore, the broad powers of the Federal Reserve
Banks to provide credit to the commercial banking
system will make it easier for banks to meet the
demands of their depositors if a period of strain
should arise in the future.

"The suggestion was also made during the hear-
ings on the bill that the authority of the Corpora-
tion to set up reserves be more carefully defined,
and the Board is in agreement with that suggestion.

"We think that the various changes which have
been outlined above would improve the provisions of
the bill which relate to deposit coverage and
assessment.

"There are two other provisions of the bill,
however, to which we take particular exception,
IaTelY, section 13(b) relating to loans and section,I
°(b) relating to examinations.
FDIC Loan and Asset Purchase Powers -- Sec. 13(b)

"The bill proposes to eliminate the requirement
in the present law for a merger or consolidation in
those cases in which the Corporation believes that
.E,!. distress situation can best be taken care of by
1c)ans or by purchasing assets. The loan or asset
Purchase approach is frequently preferable to the
more involved and at times more costly process of
receivership and liquidation. The restriction in
the

rielei:letg law may at times prevent effective action

distressed situations without liquidation.
The 

Corporation should certainly have adequate powersto deal with distress cases and the Board favors the
removal of this restriction.

"The provisions of the bill with respect to the
circumstances under which such loans may be made,

12?wever, are not altogether clear, and the language
T.ght at some future time be interpreted to permit
the Co oration to embark upon the Eeneral business
(,)11 lending to banks. It is understood that this powerIs intended to pertain only to distress cases which

couldo not be handled by normal banking processes. In
order to make clear that this is the case, we recommend

t the provisions of section 13(b) be revised as
follows:

'In order to reopen a closed insured bank or,
when the Corporation has determined that an in-
sured bank is in imminent danger of closing, in
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"order to prevent such closing, the Corporation,
in the discretion of its board of directors, is
authorized to make loans to, or purchase the
assets of, such an insured bank upon such terms
and conditions as the board of directors may
prescribe.'

"Examinations -- Sec. 10(b)
Section 10(b) would give the Federal Deposit

insurance Corporation power to examine, without the
consent of the Board of Governors, the State member
banks of the Federal Reserve System. It would, how-
ever, continue the requirement that the Corporation
Obtain the written consent of the Comptroller of
the Currency in order to examine any insured
national bank.

"The Board opposes this change. It is unnecessary
and no sound reason has been advanced to indicate its

roliereedri 
apilp would lead to confusion and to increased

-fle; and duplication in the examination and
Supervision of banks. It would act as a deterrent to
State banjc membership in the Federal Reserve System.
It would be an inappropriate way of dealing with the
fi?alignment of Federal bank supervisory authority.

al4ELY2L125:11.
'If the Committee were to study the practicesOf the Federal bank examination and supervisory

agencies it would find, I am sure, that the proposedextension of 
power is not necessary to the effective

discharge of the insurance functions of the Federal
deposit insurance system. As indicated in repliesto the Douglas questionnaires, the Federal bank
!UPervisory agencies now follow substantially uniform
namination practices and standards and use similar
report forms. As a matter of course, Federal Reserve
,xaMination reports are made available freely to the
Corporation.

"On the first work day of each week the FederalReserve 
Board's Division of Examinations, which reviews

coordinates the examination work of all the FederalReserve
Federal 

Banks, sends to the Examination Division of the
x!oteral Deposit Insurance Corporation a memorandum
!lying the names of State member banks whose examination
:reports have been received by the Board during the

V'evious week. The Corporation calls for these reports
s it wants them, extracts from the reports such
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information as it wants for its own files, and then
returns the examination reports to us. It is our
understanding that a similar procedure is followed
in the case of insured national banks examined by
the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency.
Thus the Corporation has the most recent informa-
tion on every insured bank in detail.

"'Unusual deterioration in asset condition,
defalcations, and like adverse matters developed
bY our examining representatives are brought by
our review examiners, informally and promptly,
to the attention of the review examiners of the
Federal Deposit Insuranco Corporation. The review
of such reports is given priority by us so as to
make them available to the Corporation as promptly
as possible. The Corporation furnishes to the
Board's Division of Examinations periodic lists of
State member banks classed as problem cases by the
C°rPoration. Significant information concerning
such banks, received between examinations, is trans-
mitted to the Corporation.

Di 
The Corporation also furnishes the Board'svi 4 of examinations with copies of memoranda

set 
of

forth the analysis by its review examiners
c4 the condition of State member banks considered as
problems on the basis of current examinations.
1)esloite the fact that the reports involved have been

r?alYzed and reviewed at the Reserve Banks and by the
ard's Division of Examinations in Washington,

Pnotostatic copies of such memoranda received from the
..!deral Deposit Insurance Corporation are sent to the
v_lcs president in charge of examinations in the
:PPropriate Reserve Bank with the request that the
"!50a rd be advised of further developments. As previously
fldicated, when any such information is received it

le-si relayed to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
ther by telephone or memoranda.

De 
In view of the foregoing, I feel that the Federal

1, sit Insurance Corporation is currently informed on
condition of State member banks and, therefore, that

4thing would be accomplished by any change in the law
/fing the Corporation power to examine such institutions

Withot the consent of the Federal Reserve Board.
0, "Whenever the Corporation has felt that special
_ -̀ 1:cumstances have warranted a separate examination of
6tate member bank it has requested permission of the

106
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Board of Governors to make such an examination. A
review of the cases reveals that the present provisionof law has not hampered the Corporation in the dis-
charge of its insurance responsibilities and that
the proposed extension of power is unnecessary.

"A statement was made to your Committee by arepresentative of the Federal Deposit InsuranceCorporation that there have been several instances
in which the Corporation has requested consent of
the Board of Governors to make examinations of State
member banks and in which the Board's consent hasnot been forthcoming. We do not know of any in-
stances of this kind and, accordingly, on January
2)/ we requested the Corporation to furnish us with
a list of such cases. Up to this time, however,we have not been furnished with any such information.

"The Board's records show that 11) requests for
consent to make examinations of State member bankswere received from the Corporation. Of these not one
was refused, 110 were granted, and in five cases the
fiequests were withdrawn or dropped.
DIcreased Overlapping and Duplication

We have 48 State and 3 Federal bank supervisory
!1;geneies. Among them they supervise about 14,)00 banks.In sPite of the existence of so many agencies remarkable

recess has been achieved in coordinating and standardiz-ing 
bank examination procedures and supervisory policies

'° as to minimize duplication and reduce the burdens and
costs of examination,

In "In order to minimize duplication, Congress provided
I,

by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora-tion of only those insured banks not otherwise subject to
_'ueral examination and supervision, and for the require-ment of written consent from the appropriate Federal
agency before the Corporation could examine independently

bank otherwise subject to Federal examination. The
would eliminate this provision with regard to the
State member banks with less than $40 billion of

`1?Posits but not with regard to the ),OGO national bankswith nearly $80 billion of deposits.
"Such a change after 16 years of experience with

existing law could be interpreted as Congressional?Proval of increased activity in this field. By the
ery nature of the bureaucratic process the change would

t
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"lead to more Federal examiners, more examinations,
more conflicts, more confusion and more burdens on
State member banks.

"While the Federal Reserve has authority with
respect to national banks comparable to that being
requested for the Insurance Corporation with respect
to State member banks, for years the Federal Reserve
has relied exclusively on the examinations of the
Comptroller of the Currency. We have not found
it 

necessary to exercise this authority. In fact,
if the purpose of this section of the bill is to
assure 'parity' among Federal supervisory agencies,
as has been suggested in testimony before the Committee,
this can best be achieved by repealing the superfluous
!luthority of the Federal Reserve to examine national
!!!nks without the consent of the Comptroller, instead
Of by providing for duplicate Federal examination of
State banks.
"Deterrent to State Bank Membershi

"The proposed change would expose State member
banks to examination by two Federal agencies in addition
t° examinations by State authorities. The addition by
the Congress of another independent Federal examining
authority would constitute an obstacle to State bank
membership in the Federal Reserve System and I have
been 

advised by Presidents of the Federal Reserve Banks
./(3113-d lead to withdrawals from the System. As a result,
the effectiveness of Federal credit and monetary policies
Would, be weakened.

Federal Supervisory
.1*arlIZ

'I should like to emphasize the Board's opinion
that realignment of bank examination and supervisory.f,unict ons of the three Federal bank supervisory agencies
• not L. a matter which should be dealt with in a piece-
meal fasilion or as an incident to a bill designed
IjimarilY for other ends. The Board feels that, should

e Congress wish to deal with the problem of organiza-tion 
and functioning of the Federal bank examination

xpl. supervisory establishment, it should do so onlye

, ter a careful study by the Banking and Currency
L'?Mmittees for the specific purpose of determining the
advisability of legislation in this field.
oncluding Comment

"In conclusion I should like to reemphasize the
Bc/ard's strong sympathy for the objectives of this

kJC
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for 
their Personal and confidential information, he had sent a

DreliMinary draft of the above statement to the Director of the Budget,
the Se

cretary of the Treasury, and the Comptroller of the Currency,

8'411 that while he had thought of sending a copy to the Chairman of the

Pederal Del)osit Insurance Corporation, because of the latter's attitude

tc'4ard the Board's interest in the bill, he had not done so. In response
t° the 

Chairman's Inquiry whether a copy should be sent to Chairman

Rri °f the 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation for his personal and

c("eatial information, the other members agreed that a copy of the

"inle draft that was sent to the other officials named by the Chairman

should be sent to Mr. Han.

Chairman McCabe stated that he planned to submit the statement
or 

testimony to the Senate Banking and Currency Committee on Monday,
tiezuary 30, 

1950, but that, for reasons which he discussed, he would

Dl'erer ii°t to appear for oral testimony unless he was expressly re-
(Iklested to do 

so by Senator Robertson, Chairman of the Subcommittee of

the
 
Sete 

Banking and Currency Committee on Federal Reserve matters,

-12-

”
proposed bill relating to the insurance coverage,
the Payment or dividends, the assessment base, the
simplification of the assessment computation, and
the liberalization of the loan and asset purchase
Powers of the Corporation. 1,ie question whether

ElaTrths 

 of the other provisions of this bill are essential
. There has been only a very short period

Within which to examine all of the provisions In

(et.it.id3 l;1Of 
It is quite possible that, on further
the detailed provisions of the bill, we

would have additional suggestions to make, if so,
we hoe the Committee will permit us to do so."

In. connection with the foregoing matter, Chairman McCabe statO,
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Or unless some of the members of the Board felt strongly that he

should make a rersonal appearance.

It was agreed unanimously that

Chairman McCabe should not testify

personally unless again requested to
do so by Senator Robertson.

At this point Messrs. Thomas, Leonard, Vest, Millard, Young,

Noyes) and Thompson withdrew, and the action stated with respect to

each of the matters hereinafter referred to was taken by the Board:

Minutes

Reserve System on January 26, 1950, were approved unanimously.

Memorandum dated January 9; 1950, from Mr. Carpenter, Secre-
tary of the Board, stating that Bray Hammond, Assistant Secretary of

the Board, has filed an application for optional retirement under the

Board Plan of the Federal Reserve Retirement System to be effective

Pebl'uarY 1/ 1950.

of actions taken by the Board of Governors of the

Noted.

Memorandum dated January 23, 1950, from Mr. Carpenter, Secretary
Of the 

Board,
recommending that Kenneth A. Kenyon, formerly a Federal.

ile8el'Ire Examiner, now serving as a general assistant in the Office of

the 2ecretary,
be appointed an Assistant Secretary of the Board, with

increase in bas.c
1 salary from $.:5,600 to $6,L5oo per annum, effective

''!'ell11181'Y 1/ 1950.

Approved unanimously.

emM
--(Drandum dated January 26, 19)0, from Mr. Vest, General

ecommending the appointment of Richard Jerome Flynn as a
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with basic salary at the rate of $4,07)

Per 841111, effective as of the date upon which he enters upon the

Perf°1111ance of his duties after having passed the usual physical

eaMination.

Approved unanimously.

Memorandum dated January 26, .19)0, from Mr. Nelson, Director

Of the Division of Personnel Administration, recommending that the

r'esignation of Philip E. Coleman, 3rd, Administrative Assistant to
the 

Chairman, be accepted to be effective,

l'equest, at the close of business January 31, 19)0.

Approved unanimously.

Memoranda from

l'ee°11iniencling increases in the basic annual salaries of the following

eqloYees in those divisions, effective February 5, 19)0:
Date of

1/25/A

in accordance with his

1/27/A

law clerk in that Division,

the heads of the divisions indicated below

Name
ATIVE SERVICES
P. Allison Kramer
Susie T. Oros
Donald W. Moon
Mary 

Crawford
Mary A. Weikel
Charles E. Crowell
Reba M. GehrettliZsz 04 Mary F. Murphy

1/24/-)n STATISTICSMary  Jane Harrington
Jesse D. Smith

Title
Salary
From

Increase
To

Accounting Clerk $3,82) *3,9)0
Accounting Clerk 3,600 3,725
Clerk
Head Cook
Telephone Operator
Chauffeur
Clerk
Elevator Operator

Economist
Messenger

Approved unanimously.

3,19) 3,27")
2,994 3,074
2,810 2,890
2,770 2,8)0
2,730 2,810
2,120 2,190

4,07) 4,20C
2,770 2,8)0
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8ank of

Letter to Mr. Earhart, President of the Federal Reserve

San Francisco, reading as follows:

"This refers to your letter of January 17,
19)0, requesting a ruling by the Board as to
Whether Mr. St. George Holden may serve as a
director of the Title Insurance and Guaranty
Company of San Francisco, which conducts a
general trust business, and, at the same time,
continue to serve as a Class B director of your
Federal Reserve Bank.

"As stated in your letter, section 4 of
the 

Federal Reserve Act provides in part that
no director of Class B shall be a director of

bank. The Federal Reserve Act also provides
in section 1 that the word 'bank' as used in the
Act shall include a trust company. It is under-
stood that a California title insurance and
1_,Iaranty Company is authorized by State law to
Q0 business as a trust company, and maintain
a trust department'. For these reasons and the
Other reasons stated in your letter, the Board
°rIcurs in your opinion that Title Insurance and

4Guaranty,, Company of San Francisco is a bank

Reserve 
the meaning of section 4 of the Federal

'teserve Act and that Mr. Holden may not serve

:s a director of the title company and, at the
1,arile time, serve as a Class B director of your
bank??

Approved unanimo

Chairman.

Secretary.
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